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a b s t r a c t
An on-line reinforcement learning system that adapts to environmental changes using a
mixture of Bayesian networks is described. Building intelligent systems able to adapt to
dynamic environments is important for deploying real-world applications. Machine learning approaches, such as those using reinforcement learning methods and stochastic models, have been used to acquire behavior appropriate to environments characterized by
uncertainty. However, efﬁcient hybrid architectures based on these approaches have not
yet been developed. The results of several experiments demonstrated that an agent using
the proposed system can ﬂexibly adapt to various kinds of environmental changes.
Ó 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Intelligent systems through which robots and agents can effectively learn new behaviors have been actively researched
and developed in various ﬁelds. One recent research effort in particular focused on building an intelligent system that can
adapt to uncertain and dynamically changing environments [2,29]. Reinforcement learning (RL) is a kind of machine learning
that can be applied in such environments [50]. Many RL methods have helped improve learning performance in environments modeled by Markov decision processes (MDPs), and some of these methods have also been applied to problems in
non-MDP domains [8,11,16,32,33,35–37,46,47,51,52,58,59]. A typical example of a non-MDP model is the partially observable MDP (POMDP) model [24]. In environments modeled as POMDPs, learners do not have complete information regarding
their current state due to the presence of noisy input and the detection limit of the learner’s sensor. Stochastic systems can
be used to acquire reasonable behavior in environments characterized by uncertainty. A Bayesian network (BN), a kind of
stochastic model, can provide appropriate noise-robust output through probabilistic inference [14,20,21,31,39,40,42,
48,49]. BNs are capable of representing models in various problem domains and are applicable to a broad range of problems:
automatic driving control [12], behavior control for robots [22,62], and so on [6,9,26,44]. In real-world environments, both
the display of appropriate behavior with respect to unobservable input and adaptability to changes in the environment are
required.
In this paper, we consider situations in which the environment is discretely changed at ﬁxed time intervals. In the ﬁeld of
RL, several improvements have been devised concerning such situations, such as (i) modifying and reusing policies related to
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previous environments [35,55,56] and (ii) taking advantage of a single policy chosen from a policy library [11]. Nevertheless,
there has been little research thus far on applying stochastic model-based systems to adaptation to dynamic environments.
Let us consider how people adapt to changes in the environment. People generally store ‘‘knowledge”, i.e., experience,
about a number of already solved problems and can solve a problem with high probability if the same problem has previously been encountered and solved. In addition, people can generally solve problems slightly different from previously
encountered ones by utilizing their experiences to suitably modify previous solutions. Even completely new problems can
be treated more effectively by mixing reusable experiences concerning previously encountered problems. Incorporating this
ability into adaptive systems so that they can adapt to a variety of environments is the objective of this study.
Inspired by the human ability to act on the basis of empirical knowledge, we focused on how to treat and leverage these
experiences for application to agents’ (robots’) behavior learning, and we developed an on-line system capable of adapting to
environmental changes by using a mixture of BNs [28]. In the proposed system, called the IPMBN (on-line adaptive system for
Improving agents’ Policies using a Mixture of BNs), the learning object is regarded as an RL agent, while the object’s knowledge
regarding a certain behavior in an environment, called a policy, is represented by a mixture distribution of BNs. The empirical
data from the RL agent is presented as sequences of the agent’s states, actions, and rewards. The BNs store the data statistically, and the experiences are presented as a probability distribution. Each BN in the mixture, therefore, represents the stochastic characteristics of an individual agent’s policy in the respective environment. The mixtures can provide policy
information not only about previously encountered environments or similar ones but also about environments without
any corresponding BNs in the mixture (called ‘‘unencountered environments”).
From the theoretical viewpoint, a distinctive mixture formulation (called the ‘‘exponential mixture”) is introduced to the
IPMBN. A standard mixture formulation (called the linear mixture) is also introduced for comparison. In the proposed system, the assumptions the agent makes about its current environment are represented by a mixture of BNs. When environmental changes are observed, the system modiﬁes the mixture to adapt to the changed environment. It then improves the
agent’s policy using the information represented in the mixture. Knowledge about the agent’s behavior in the environment
may be modiﬁed and partially utilized or may occasionally be used as a negative example, depending on the current environment. This corresponds to how people adapt to changes in the environment.
In real-world applications based on the mixing of reusable experiences, it is difﬁcult to endow agents (or robots) with an
ability to adapt to environmental changes. Therefore, the use of such mixing in real-world experiments has not been conclusively demonstrated. Actual applications using the proposed system in the real-world (for example, learning effective
behavior in robot soccer, or adaptive and intelligent control of objects such as automobiles) have also not yet been realized.
Nevertheless, this paper presents experiments using a mobile robot and computer simulations as trial cases. The results
show that policy-improvement using a mixture of BNs enables an RL agent to adapt more ﬂexibly to various kinds of environmental changes by modifying, reusing, and combining its knowledge. Moreover, the IPMBN displays acceptable performance even in the following problematic cases:
(i) where it is difﬁcult to reuse the policies learned for previous environments for the current one;
(ii) where the current environment differs signiﬁcantly from the ones the agent previously encountered.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 brieﬂy explains an RL method known as proﬁt sharing as well as the BN concept. Section 3 describes the process of representing the agent’s policy information using BNs in the IPMBN, the concept of a
BN mixture, and the algorithm governing the adaptation of the IPMBN to dynamic environments. Section 4 describes computer simulations conducted to evaluate the system’s characteristics and performance, presents the results, and discusses
their implications. It also describes experiments using a mobile robot, presents those results, and discusses them. Section 5
discusses related work. Finally, the key points are summarized and future research is mentioned in Section 6.
2. Preliminaries
This section reviews the two principal components of the proposed system: the reinforcement learning (RL) method,
called ‘‘proﬁt sharing”, and the Bayesian networks (BNs). Proﬁt sharing enables agents to learn new behaviors, while BNs
represent knowledge regarding the agent’s behavior in the environment.
2.1. Proﬁt sharing
An RL agent2 attempts to acquire an appropriate policy (a state-to-action map) on the basis of observations and trial-anderror interactions with its environment. A policy characterizes an agent’s behavior. Various RL methods have been proposed and
revised. Some of these, such as Q-learning [41,43,59,61], aim to optimize the total discounted reward (value function) using the
concept of dynamic programming, typically in MDP environments. Other types of RL methods are based on the notion of credit
assignment and aim to increase learning speed and to acquire reasonable policies. Proﬁt sharing [16], a method of the latter
type, is used as the policy learning mechanism in the IPMBN.
2

In this paper, ‘‘agent” means any type of learning object, such as a mobile robot, vehicle, or any kind of forecasting system.

